
                                             Gillianʼs Picture

Once again the HDAS calendar for 2015 offers a vivid and colourful reflection of the many 
and varied activities of members during the past year, - from Tunis to Edinburgh and 
Pompeii to Slack.

Whilst many of the pictures used might fairly  be  described as holiday snaps,(not a 
criticism!), in one picture in particular, opportunity and the creative eye of the photographer 
have combined to produce an image which for me resonates on several different levels, 
triggering the imagination and evoking a feeling both for the past and the future. The 
picture in question is Gillian Hoyleʼs contribution for the month of December. In the 
foreground is an ancient stone circle whilst hovering at a distance is a hot-air balloon.

  
We cannot know for sure why so many stone circles were created throughout Britain, but 
some of them at least seem to represent an attempt by their creators to investigate the 
relationship of the earth with what lies beyond, and in particular the role of the sun in 
controlling the seasonal cycle and the growth of all things living. The people who created 
these stone circles were no less intelligent than we are; they just had less information to 
work with. In their own way they sought to tackle the two big questions about existence, 
the answers to which we also strive to confront:   Why is their something rather than 
nothing?  and  Why are human beings, alone of all the  animals, gifted (or cursed) 
with the intellectual powers to try to seek an answer? 

The hot-air balloon, (the first man carrying flight in Europe was in 1783), is but another 
step on the timeline looking for answers. Apart from  poor old Icarus the balloon represents 



manʼs first attempt to cast off the shackles which bind him to the earth. To our eyes it is no 
less primitive in concept than the stone circles. But the rockets which we use to explore 
our solar system and beyond are  the logical development of the hot-air balloon. The 
rocket is just using hotter air and more of it!

And have we progressed? To some extent, yes.  Man has explored the moon and sent 
probes to the farthest reaches of the solar system. But the more we have come to know 
about the scale of the universe, finding answers to the two big questions has become even 
more daunting. Looking up at the night sky, one of those stars twinkling anonymously 
down at us is our nearest neighbour in the Milky Way galaxy, Proxima Centauri. It is about 
4.5 light years distant. A round trip, travelling at the speed of light, would take about 9 
years. Doesnʼt sound too ambitious, does it? That is until you convert light years into 
distance and the time needed to travel that distance with our present space technology. 
You are then contemplating a journey time lasting some 300 000 years. So it doesnʼt look 
as though we shall be popping over any time soon to borrow a cup of sugar. In recent 
years the Hubble space telescope has photographed galaxies that are so far away that 
even travelling at the speed of light would take millions of years to reach them. (No wonder 
that science fiction writers and the likes of Star Trek have been forced to create pseudo 
scientific mumbo-jumbo such as time warp to make travel through the vastness of time 
and space seem possible. Dream on!)

Let Shakespeare add a coda to Gillianʼs evocative and well-caught moment in time.

            

               “There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
               Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.”

                                                      Hamlet.
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